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                Welcome to insparx,

                the company that brings singles together!

            

            
                
                    We are a young, entrepreneurial and very international company with over 100 employees. We work as colleagues, fully integrated into workflows, sharing ambitious goals and identifying with business and brand to create great moments for singles around the globe.
                

                
                    So far, we have helped well over 50 million singles to find their heart, desire online and every day we get new success stories. insparx’ experienced multinational team has delivered rapid growth to our online dating services.
                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                WHAT WE DO
                WE SPARK LOVE AND PASSION

                Our teams deliver dating products in more than 35 different countries.

                
                    Our core products are be2 and C-Date. be2 unites soul mates for long term love, while C-Date enables people to get together for casual relationships. Both experienced tremendous worldwide growth from the beginning and were united in insparx to create an even more efficient and successful global dating player.
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                        C-Date created a new dating segment “Casual Dating” and has now spread it to 35 countries around the world.
                    

                    
                        Casual dating is matchmaking for no-strings-attached encounters. C-Date focuses on the “Sex in the City” generation where self-confident women are looking for high class casual encounters online. C-Date is one of the global market leaders for casual dating online.
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                        be2: one of the leading online match-makers worldwide.
                    

                    
                        Represented in 37 countries, with nearly 30 million members and experience since 2004, be2 uses a science-based personality test to successfully match its customers with suitable partners for long term relationships.
                    

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                Our organisation

                

            

            
                
                    
                        INTL. SALES & MARKETING
                        
                            We localize, launch and scale our consumer-facing products in new and existing markets. We attract visitors to our websites from all marketing channels, predominantly online performance deals and TV.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
                        
                            Business Intelligence (BI) is responsible for providing a meaningful reporting and the systematic quantitative analysis of be2 and C-Date’s business. BI provides relevant, comprehensive, meaningfully, analyzed and aggregated data as well as generate proposals for other departments and management.
                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        CRM
                        
                            Guiding the user  – from the moment of registering to finding love or passion at be2 and C-Date – that’s what Customer Relationship Management aims for. A sophisticated lifecycle and transactional Email Strategy makes CRM an important driver of our businesses.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
                        
                            Product Management’s main responsibility is to build a superior service for our members. This will be achieved by creating features and a user interface which lead to an exceptional customer experience and therefore to the overall business success.
                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        IT
                        
                            Our IT organization is structured to deliver high-quality application improvements on a regular basis, while supporting business growth with dependable, scalable and high-performance operations. Responsible for the availability and quality of the continually changing services, IT is the ‘motor’ at the heart of insparx.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        CUSTOMER SERVICE
                        
                            insparx Customer Service is geared towards helping our users before, during and after purchasing a Premium Membership, whether that be via telephone or email. Customer Service is about creating a relationship of trust and loyalty with our customers.
                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        SERVICES
                        
                            The Services Area incorporates Admin, Legal and HR. They recruit outstanding talent for all departments, help and support our staff, see to it that we are all paid at the end of the month and make sure that we have a great working environment!
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        ACCOUNTING
                        
                            Our Accounting department is a combination of experienced international accountants, controllers and analysts, dedicated to the integrity of the organization’s financial business processes and controls.
                        

                    

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                “Committed to things that matter and getting them done together.”

            

        

    


    
        
            
                WHO WE ARE
                MEET THE TEAM

                
                    insparx is a diverse team with more than 30 different nationalities where young talent is appreciated. Seeing people grow with the company is something we pride ourselves in and we know plays a big part in our success. We welcome and develop bright new minds to help us stay at the cutting edge of global business.
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        “At insparx, you have real opportunities to develop your personal skills and the management team takes care to encourage you, focusing on your strengths. The sharing of advice, experience and best practice has been essential to me and helped me grow into the role of Country Manager for France.”
        
            ALEXANDRA
        

        
            Marketing Manager
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        “I joined the company in 2006 after the birth of my son. I started part time with 15 hours a week and now I have 30h/week. While I appreciate the flexible working hours and possibility to work from home, I also love coming into the office. It’s a very friendly atmosphere here.”
        
            SUSANNE
        

        
            Assistant to the Board
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        “insparx has given me the chance to learn, develop my skills and advance within the company. It is a place full of opportunities and to do it surrounded by great people which in some cases I can call friends is very rewarding. insparx takes care of its staff and provides lots of opportunities to get together and have fun. Overall, working here is an exciting experience!”
        
            JOSEP
        

        
            Product Manager
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        “insparx is a company that makes you feel comfortable at work, really flexible and always concerned, not just about professional but also about your personal growth. I decided to come here as I was looking forward to working in an international company where I could prove and discover my potential. We use the best technology in the development of our products.”
        
            DIRK
        

        
            Team Leader Frontend Development
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        “With insparx, I found a company that’s helped me grow – I started as a part-timer and am now a manager in the communication centre.  The friendly atmosphere and international feeling make it a very special place to work.”
        
            DOROTA
        

        
            Communication Services Manager
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        “It is very exciting to work in such an international environment full of entrepreneurs. The online business is very dynamic and makes every day different from the other. It’s also a place where you can advance very quickly with the right attitude: I came here as a part time student not that long ago!”
        
            THOMAS
        

        
            Director Corporate Development
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        “At insparx only arguments – not titles count. Everyone is approachable and feedback is always welcome. We recognise that only through openness and daring to criticise can we ensure improvement.”
        
            CARSTEN
        

        
            Managing Director
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        “I’ve been with insparx since 2015 and really feel like I’m surrounded by some of the brightest minds in technology. I’ve been able to grow both personally and professionally.  In IT we have a lot of interesting projects, we work on them in small teams and each of us is part of the project planning and the execution and the celebrations at the end. I have a stable job at a fun place to work.”
        
            NASIM
        

        
            QA Test Engineer
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        This website uses cookies to improve usability. By using the website, you agree to the use of cookies. You can find more information about cookies and their deactivation here.
    

    


    
    
    
    
    
        
            
                JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser.
You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website.
            

        

    

